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Abstract 
In this paper, we characterize the class of all spaces X whose products with a fixed 
non-Archimedan space Y are normal. In particular, we give a characterization of all spaces 
X whose products with every o,-metrizable space are normal. 
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0. Introduction 
One of the most intricate areas of general topology is the topic of when the 
product of normal spaces is normal. There are some characterizations of spaces 
whose products with all the spaces in a given class Jcr of normal spaces are normal. 
Among the Jzr for which this has been done are: The class of metrizable spaces, 
the class of compact Hausdorff spaces, and the classes of metrizable spaces which 
are separable, or compact [6]. 
In this paper, we find characterizations for other classes _,v”. We will give a 
characterization which works not only for all o,-metrizable Y, but also for the 
more general case where Y is a non-Archimedean space. 
1. On products with a wmetrizable factor 
Here every space is a Hausdorff topological space and K is an infinite regular 
cardinal. 
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Let A be a set and B a well-ordered set. For each y l AB and each cy E B 
define c-u(y) = Ix EAT: xp = yp for all p < c.u}. Let y be the topology generated by 
the base 93’ = lJ aEB23’~ where BU = (a(y): y EAT, (Y E BJ. 
Theorem [5]. For K > co, a nonmetrizable space is K-metrizable iff it is homeomorphic 
to a subspace of a suitable space (A”, 7). 
In the following we assume that if K > o, every K-metizable space Y is a 
subspace of some space (A”, 7) as described above. Observe that in the latter 
topology 2a is a partition of Y, and if c-u(y) n p(z) # @, then either cu(y> 3/3(z) or 
p(z) 3 a(y), also Ba refines 2?0 if /3 < LY. 
Definitions 1.1. Let K > w and let Y be a K-metrizable space with a basis 9 as 
above. Then a family (TB: B ES%‘} is monotone iff TB I TD whenever B xD. 
A space X has the M-P9 property iff every monotone family (F,: B ~$8’) of 
closed subsets of X, satisfying n(F,: y E B} = fl for each fixed y in Y, has an 
expansion to a monotone family (U,: B ES&‘} of open subsets such that n(cl Us: 
y E B) is empty if y E Y. And X has the M-P’ property if it has the M-Pg 
property for all bases 9 for Y chosen as above. 
In [6] Przymusinski gave a characterization for the spaces whose product with a 
given metrizable space is normal, defining the M-P* property as above, but with 
9 as a a-locally finite basis. 
Theorem 1.2 [6]. Zf Y is metrizable, then X X Y is normal iff X is normal and has the 
M-P y property. 
One direction of the above theorem generalizes: 
Theorem 1.3. Let Y be a K-metrizable space. Then X has the M-P’ property if X X Y 
is normal. 
Proof. It remains for the case when K > w. Suppose XX Y is normal and {FB: 
B ~99’) is a monotone family of closed subsets of X such that n{F,: y E B} = fl if 
y E Y. Let &$’ = (B ES?: B is not discrete}, then 9w consists of singletons, so 
that FB = # if B l 9/&7. Denote g I?!%~ by & 
Claim. We can choose distinct points I)~,~ and pl,B from every B l g so that the set 
(PO,& B ~91 u {P~,~: B E&S‘) consists of distinct points. 
Proof. We have g = U a <Kga. Well order g in a way that the members of ga 
come after all members of g0 if /3 < (Y. For each fixed B ESJ? the set IG E&Z? G 
precedes B in the well order} is locally < K because if y E Y and B Ega for some 
(Y <K, then (Y(Y) n G # fl iff G = p(y) for some p < LY. So assume pi,c where 
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i < 1, have been chosen for all G preceding B. Let y be a nonisolated point of B 
and let I/ be a nbd of y, so that I/c B and containing only T many pi,o for some 
T < K. Since, one can pick I)~,~ for i < 1 distinct from the earlier choices. 
Let Ki = lJ{F, x {I)~,~}: B E@ for i < 1. Then the sets Ki are disjoint and 
closed. Indeed, letting Ki,, = lJ{F, x (pJ: B E~‘J we then have Ki = U a<KKi,cu. 
The sets K,,, are closed because the ga are discrete, which implies that (X X {P~,~): 
B egg) is discrete. Similarly, (XX (P~,~): B E U P .olgP) is locally < K (1). To 
show that Ki is closed, let <x, y > E (XX Y)\K,, find B EL%’ such that y E B 
and x EX\F~. There exists p with B x>p(y) and if (Y > p then ((X\F,) Xp(y>> 
n Ki,, = @, since otherwise ((X\F,) X p(y)) n (FG X (pi,,)> # @ for some G E& 
giving /3(y) n G # Id which implies that B 3 G, FB 13 F, and ((X\F,) X p(y)> f’ 
(FG x (Pi,G)) = Pl, a contradiction. Hence, (x, y > has a nbd disjoint from lJ a ~ p Ki,, 
and on the other hand lJ o1 ~ p Ki,, is closed, using (1). 
Now let U, and U, be open with U. 3 Ki and cl U, n cl U, = @. If B l g’ define 
U, = (x EX: (x, P~,~) E U, for some D ES with B 2 D) and if B @g’ let U, = @. 
Then (U,: B ES’S’) is monotone, U, 3 Fs and U, is open. To see that 0 y ~ .cl U, = 
@ if y E Y, fix x in X. If y is nonisolated in Y, there exists i < 1 such that 
(x, y > E cl U. Then there is a nbd I/ of x and B ES a nbd of y such that 
(VX B) n cl U, is empty, also (VX D) n cl U. = @ for all D ES with B ID. 
Hence, I/n U, = @ implying that x is not in cl U,. If y is isolated, there exists 
B~~withB=(y),andinthiscaseU,=~.So~(clU,:y~B)=~forally~Y. 
0 
2. Products with a nowlrchimedean factor 
In this section, some of our concepts are new and give additional equivalent 
conditions for normality in products. We begin with a review of some properties of 
non-Archimedian spaces. 
Definitions. A non-Archimedean space is a Hausdorff space with a rank 1 base 9. 
This means that if B and B’ are two members of 9, then either B n B’ = fl or 
B cB’ or B’cB. 
The expression “nonArchimedean” is due to Monna 121. However, the theory 
of this class may really be said to begin with Arhangelskii [l]. An important 
example of a non-Archimedean space is the Michael line. As a base of rank 1 for 
this space we have 35’ = ((2 + k/2”, z + (k + 1)/2”): k E Z, n E w) U ({p): p E IP) 
where z is a fixed irrational and P is the space of irrationals. This example is 
especially interesting, because the topology of every non-Archimedean space can 
be given by a similar construction of the Michael line [51. It is also the first example 
of a paracompact space whose product with a metrizable space is not normal (61. 
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Also, the class of all K-metrizable spaces, where K is an uncountable regular 
cardinal (the nonmetrizable case), is a subset of the class of non-Archimedean 
spaces. 
Facts 2.1 [4,5]. Let 9’ be a rank 1 base of a non-Archimedean space X. Then we 
have the following: 
(1) Every member of B is both open and closed. 
(2) Zf 9” cS’ th en either n 9” is open (perhaps empty) or n 9” = (x} for 
some x E X and 9” is a local base for x. 
(3) Every open set in X is a disjoint union of members of a rank 1 base that is 
closed under union of chains. 
(4) X has a rank 1 base 9, such that (97, 2) is a tree. 
In the following Y is a non-Archimedean space, 28 its tree basis. Let 9’ = 
U a<K9a, ~25’~ be the set of all elements of 9 in the cuth level, and g = {B ~9’: 
B is not discrete} and ga =2J’1?9~. We may assume that each B ?5g is a 
singleton. 
Now we introduce a property, stronger than M-P’, which permits us to 
“extend” Theorem 1.3. 
Definitions. Let Y be a non-Archimedean space with a rank 1 tree basis 9’. A 
space X has the M-P9,’ property if every two monotone families {Fj,B: B ES@, 
i G 1, of closed subsets of X with n{F,,, n F,,,: y E B) = fl for each y E Y, have 
expansions to monotone families {CJB: B ES’), i G 1, of open subsets of X with 
nkl u,,, n ~1 4,: Y E B) = fl for each y E Y. And X has the M-Py,’ property if 
it has the M-P9y1 property for all bases 9. 
The following is an extension to the converse of Theorem 1.3. 
Lemma 2.2. Let Y be a non-Archimedean space. Zf X is a normal space with the 
M-Py,’ property, then X x Y is normal. 
Proof. Suppose Kj, i G 1, are disjoint closed subsets of XX Y, and define EB = 
cl -rr((X X B) ~7 K,), where r : XX Y +X is the projection map. Then {Fj,B: B ES’}, 
i G 1, are monotone families of closed sets of X with fl {F,,B n F,,,: y E B) = fl for 
each y E Y. Indeed, if x E X and y E Y then there is i < 1 such that (x, y > E Ki. 
Find a nbd V/x B of (x, y) missing Ki. We then have I/n Fi,B = fl implying that 
x E Fi,:,B. 
Suppose {I!&: B ES’), i G 1 are the monotone open families provided by the 
M-P’,’ property. Now the collection {(QB\cl 17_~,s) X B: B ~91 is an open 
cover of Ki: for if (x, y) E Ki, pick B 6%’ such that y E B and x P cl U$ n 
cl U1_i,B then since (x, y) E Fi,B X B we have (x, y) E (UI:,B\~l UI_i,B) XB. 
Let y= lJ((&\cl UI_i,B)~B: B&G&‘}, i<l. Then I/,lKi and V,,nV,=@. 
Indeed, if V, n VI # @, then there exist G and B in 9’ such that (W,,, \ cl U,,,) X 
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B) n ((U,,,\cl U,,,) X G) # @. But that implies that B n G # fl and then G XB or 
G cB. If G cB, then (U,,,\cl U,,,) x B n (U,,,\cl Ua,o) x G = (U,,,\cl U1,B) f~ 
(U,,,\cl Ua,o) x G # @. On th e other hand, if x E lJ,,,\cl U,,, then x P U,?, 
giving a contradiction. Similarly if B c G. 0 
Here we give a lemma similar to the claim used in Theorem 1.3. 
Lemma 2.3. For each B ~g we can pick points P~,~, i < 1, in B such that {P~,~: 
B%@U{plB , : B l g) consists of distinct points. 
Proof. Level 0: For each B ego, let Gi, i < 1, be distinct in 9, with Gi C B. Pick 
pi,B from Gi, i < 1. 
Level 1: Fix B egI. If B does not contain any pi,v, where D 3 B, then let Gi, 
i < 1, be distinct in gz with Gi c B. Pick I)~,~ E Gi, i < 1. If B contains pi,0 (there 
exist at most one i =g 1 and one D 2 B), let F(B) = {G ~9~: G C B, pi,D @ Gl. 
Now since B is not discrete it is infinite, so I 9(B) I > 2 and we can pick distinct 
Gi E F(B), i < 1, and let pi,B E G,. 
Induction hypothesis: Suppose pi,B E B, i < 1, have been picked up for each 
BEU p <& such that if B ‘ge then there is a positive integer n(B) satisfying 
the condition: If C ES~+~(~) and C c B, then C contains at most one point of the 
form Pi,0 where DxBxC and B#C. 
Level (Y, where (Y is a limit ordinal: Fix B egg, then B= fl{D~ UPcagp: 
D I B). B contains at most one pj,v in {P~,~: i < 1, E IB and E f B}. Let 
9-(B) = (G ES%‘~+~: G c B, p,,v @ G, D 3 B). Since B is not discrete 1 F(B) 1 2 2. 
Pick distinct Gi E 9(B), i < 1, and let pi,B E Gi. The induction hypothesis is 
satisfied with n(B) = 2 for all B ES~. 
Level a, where (Y = y + 1: let B egg and suppose D •9~ with D 3 B (such D 
is unique). 
If B does not contain any I)~,~, i < 1, E xD then find distinct Gj ~&9~+~ with 
Gi c B and let P,,~ E G,, i < 1. 
But if B contains I)~,~, i < 1 where E 2 D, let 9(B) = {C ~g,,+,(v): C C B, 
pi,E 6 C). If 1 F(B) 1 > 2, pick distinct Ci E St(B) and let pi,B E Ci, i < 1. If 
I .9-(B) I G 1 then C E!%‘,,+~(~) contains at most one pj E from {pi E: i < 1 and 
E 3 D}. Now let Z?(B) = {C egg+,: C cB} then I ZY?iB) ( > 1. If’ I SB) I > 1, 
pick distinct Ci E.???(B) and let Gi c Ci\{pj,J, where G, ~%~+~(~)+i, and pick 
I)~,~ E Gi for each i < 1. If I Z?(B) I = 1, say, C, E .Y7(B) and look at RCJ = {G E 
9 y+n(D)+l : G c C, and pj,E +6 G); if I 9(C,> I > 2, pick distinct Gi E 5’?(C,J and let 
pi B E Gi for each i < 1; if I .Y(C,) I = 1, say G, E 9?(C,), then C, = G, U G, where 
pI:E E G, and now in 9Y+n(D)+a there are distinct H,, H, c B such that pj,E e Hi. 
Let pi,B E Hi. The induction hypothesis is satisfied with n(B) <n(D) + 1 since 
y+n(D)+2=a+n(D)+l. 
It is clear from the way the points are chosen at each stage that pi,B =p,,, iff 
i=jand B=D. q 
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To use a similar and more general result as in Theorem 1.3 we extend the 
M-P=@ and M-P’ properties to the case where Y is non-Archimedean. 
Lemma 2.4. Let Y be a non-Archimedean space. Then X has the M-P’ property if 
XX Y is normal. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one in Theorem 1.3. q 
Lemma 2.5. Let Y be a non-Archimedean space. If X x Y is normal, then X has the 
M-P ‘+’ property. 
Proof. For each B E$’ pick P”,~ and pI,B in B such that lJ iGl(pi,B: B ES} 
consists of distinct points. If B EB’& let p O,B =P~,~ = y where B = (y}. Suppose 
(Fi,B: B ES%‘} are monotone families of closed subsets of X with n(F,,, nF,,,: 
y E B) = fl for each y in Y. Observe here that if B @g?, then F, B n F, B = @. By 
Lemma 2.4, there exists (17,: B ~9) a monotone family of open subsets of X with 
FO,B f? F,,, c U, and n(c1 U,: y E B} = 0 for each y E Y. Observe that U, = fl if 
IBI=l. 
Let K, = U BE9(C,B\Us)X (Pi,B), i G 1. Then cl K, n cl K, = fl in a normal 
space XX Y. Let I/;, i G 1 be open subsets of XX Y with cl Kj c Vy and cl V, n 
clV,=(b. Define U,,= l& u U,, where y,s = (x E X: (x, P;,~) E r/; for some 
G ~95’ and G c B). he then have two monotone families (U,,,: B ES%‘), of open 
subsets of X with F,.cU,,, and if y E Y then n(c1 Uosn U, g y E Bf c 
n ((cl V, B n cl V,,,> u cl U,: y f B) = $: Indeed, if x E X, there exists i G 1 such 
that (x, y > +C cl K. Hence there exists a basic nbd U X B of (x, y) with (U X B) n 
cl 6 = fl and (U X G) n cl I/; = @ for each G ~9 with G c B. We get (U X (p,.,)) 
n cl y = $, implying that (z, I)?,~) E cl I/; for each z E U and G c B, giving 
U n y.,, = fl for each G c B. Therefore, x 65 cl l& for each G c B. Now, find 
D ~9,. such that D c B and x E cl Uo. We then have x E (cl V,,D n cl V,,J U 
cl U,. To complete the proof we have the following three claims: 
Claim 1. K, n K, = 6. 
Forif(x,y)EKonK,,then y=p “,o =P,,~ for some B and D in 9’. But the 
choice of the p,,o implies that y must be isolated and D = (y) or B = (y), say 
B = (y}. If D = B then (x, y> E (Fc),B\UB) f’ (F,,B\UB) X (y) = fl, a contradic- 
tion. If D#B then BcD and (x, y)~(F~,~\U~)nF,,,xIy)c(F,,o\I/,)n 
F,,, x (~1 = @. 
Claim2.(cI K,\K,>n(cl K,\K,)=fl. 
Indeed if (x, y> E(CI K,\K,) n (cl K,\K,), then there exists ((x;,~, yi,,): 
y E r) c Ki, where r is a directed set, such that xi y +x and yi, +y. On the 
other hand yi,, = pi,ACyj for some A (which depends on i and ~1. If y is isolated, 
then there exists y0 E r such that yi,, =y for each y > ya and each i < 1. Let 
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{y} = B. We then have for each fixed i < 1, xi,y E Fi,B U lJ{Fi,,\ U,: D 3 B} for 
each y > yO, implying that x E (FO,B u UW,,,,\U,: D xB1) n (F,,, u U&,\U,: 
D 1 BH = (F,,, n F,,,) u C&B n U (F,,,\ &: D 1 BH u (F,,, n U W,,,\ U,: D 
3 B}) u ( IJ (F,,, \ U,: D 3 B) n U (F,,, \ U,: D 3 Bj) = @, a contradiction. So y is 
nonisolated. If y =P~,~ for some B ES and there exist y0 E r such that yl,y =P{,~ 
for each y > yO, then (x;,~, P~,~) E (Fi,B\UB) X (P~,J for each y 3 yo, implying 
that x E Fi,B\ U, and then (x, y > = (x, pi,B) E Ki, a contradiction. 
So if y is nonisolated, then for each B ~97~ and each fixed i < 1, there exists 
y(B) E r such that for each y 2 y(B), yi y E G c B for some G ~58’~ = (B ~9: 
y E B} not containing pi,o if D 3 B. This implies that x E Fi,B for each B ~95’~ 
contradicting the fact that fJ (Fo,B n F,,,: y E B} = @. 
Claim 3. (cl K,\K,) n K,_i = @ for each i < 1. 
Indeed if (x, y> ~(cl K,\K,) nK,, then y =P,,~ for some B ~8. If y is 
isolated then y =pO,o =P,,~ =P~,~, where G = (y} c B for at most one B distinct 
from G. If ((x,, y,): y EIJ cK, with xy +x and yy + y then there exists y. E r 
such that y, = y for each y 2 yo, implying that x, E Fo,G U (FO,R\ UB> for each 
y > y. and then x E (F,,c; U (FO,R\UB)) but also x E (F,,B\UB) U F,,, since 
(x, I),,~) EK,. On the other hand, (FO,G U (Fo,B\UB)l n ((F,,B\UB) u F,,,) = @, 
a contradiction. So y is nonisolated and if (xy, y,) E K, with (x,, y,) -+ (x, y > 
then for each B ES~, there exists y(B) such that for each y > y(B), y, E G for 
some G not containing po,o if D 3B. We then get xy E F, LI for each y 2 y(B) 
implying that x E F, B for each B ~95’~. On the other hand, for the B fixed at the 
beginning, (x, P~,~)‘EK~, implying that x E F,,,\ U,. We have x E F,,, n (F1,B\ 
UB) = @, a contradiction. So (cl K, \K,) n K, = @. Similarly, (cl K, \K,) n K, = @. 
0 
Using Lemmas 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5, we obtain the characterization theorem: 
Theorem 2.6. Let Y be a non-Archimedean space. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) X X Y is normal. 
(ii) X is a normal M-P ‘,’ space. 
(iii) X is a normal M-Pg3’ space for a tree base 95’ of Y. 
We now use Theorem 2.6 to show that the product of the Michael line Y with 
the space P of irrationals is not normal. This gives a reason, internal to P, for why 
P X Y is not normal. 
Example 2.7. Let X= P be the space of the irrationals, and let Y be the Michael 
line with a tree base 9 of rank 1. We have 9 = U nGo~n, where ~8~ =((p): 
p E p) and for a fixed irrational z, sn = U((z + k/2”, z + (k + 1)/2”): k E Z’} u 
(z + k/2”: k E Z). For notational convenience let &? = (B ~9: I B I > l}. 
Claim 1. X does not haue the M-Pg,’ property. 
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Proof. Let FO,B =X if B ~g and (d otherwise, F, B = cl,B nX if B l g and B 
otherwise. Then {Fi,B: B EL%‘), i < 1, are two monotone families of closed subsets 
of X with n{F,,, n F,,,: y EB) = fl if y E Y. Suppose (I!J~,~: BELL?}, i < 1, are 
two monotone families of open sets of X with q. B 13 F, B for each i G 1 and 
B ~9. To complete the proof we will show that there is a nonisolated point y E Y 
such that n{cl U,,, n cl U,,,: y E B} # @. 
Observe that U,,, n U,,, = U,,, if B ~g’. Hence if y is a nonisolated point in B 
then n(cl U,,, n cl U,,,: y E B} = n{cl r/,,,: y E B). Let T be a countable dense 
subset of P’ in the usual topology. For each p E B l g there exists t,(p) E T such 
that (t,(p), p> E U,,, x B. We can define t,(p) so that if p ED cB with 
t,(p) ED then t,(p) = t,(p). Let P,,, = {p E B: t(p) = t} and P[ = lJ(P,,,: B E 
g}. Then P = lJ f t TPI. Since P is not F, in R it is not F, in Y. Hence there exist 
z=YnQ and seT such that z~cl Ps. If zEBEg, then BnlPs#@, implying 
that there exist D ~g and p E ps D 
(s, p> E U,,, X B, hence s E U,,,, 
n B. Now if B c D then Ps,D n B = Ps,B giving 
In the case where D c B we get Ps,D c lP’s,B, 
again this implies that s E U,,,. So s E n{U, G: z E G}. 
Claim 2. X has the M-P* property. 
Proof. It is not hard to see that if (FB: B EL&‘} is as in the definition of M-P9 then 
Ffp, = !d for all p E P and so we can make YP1 = fl as well. So suppose IF,: 
BEU n ,,S&‘,J is a monotone family of closed subsets of X so that n{F,: 
q E Cl> = fi for each q E Q. Fix q E Q. Since X is countably paracompact and 
F(q) = {FB: q E B) is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X such that 
fl9Tq) = @ there exists a monotone family S/(q) = (Ug4: q E B) of open subsets of 
X such that lJi 3 F, for each B, and n {cl Ug4: q E B} = 1. 
Let {q,: II E w) be a listing of Q and let {[qill: i E A,} be a listing of 9, where 
[sill is the element from 9i containing qi. We use induction to give a listing for 
each 9,,. Suppose a listing of 9,, has been chosen and A, co has been fixed. Let 
(iSi],+ I’ i =A, uA,+,l b e a listing of Bn+i where A,nAnfl =@ and put 
A n+l =A, “A,+1. Do the listing so that U(A,: II < w} = w. 
If B ~~27~ let U, = n(U,4: [qlm = D 3 B for some m G n}. Then U, is a finite 
intersection of open sets containing FB. For the monotonicity of Z= {U,: B EL%‘), 
it suffices to observe that if B c D, B = [qln and D = [ plk for some k < n then 
[ ylj IB whenever [ylj 1 D, y E Q and j G k. Moreover for each q E Q we have 
n(cl U,: qEB, U,EZ)C n{cl U,: qEB, BE U,>,@,J=fl. 
Example 2.7 shows how inadequate the M-P9 property is in characterizing 
normality in products. 
3. Back to the products with a fc-metrizable factor 
Now we return to the class of K-metrizable spaces and look at it as a subset of 
the class of non-Archimedean spaces. We then have the following: 
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Theorem 3.1. If Y is a K-metrizabie space, then XX Y is normal iff X is a normal 
M-Py,l space. 
Definitions. X has the M-P”,’ property if for every cardinal A and every pair of 
monotone families {Fj,a: u E A’“}, i G 1, of closed subsets of X there exist {C&: 
u E hCK}, i G 1, monotone families of open subsets of X with Ui,, 18’~,~, such that 
if fEhK and n,,,(~~,,,,nF,,,,,)=pl then fl,,,(cl Qfl,ncl U,,f,,)=@. And 
X has the M-P” property if (above) F,,, = F,,,. For notational purposes if u E A<” 
let [a] = {f~ A”: f extends a}. 
Theorem 3.2 [6]. X X Y is normal for every metrizable space Y iff X is a normal M-P” 
space. 
Lemma 3.3. If X X Y is normal for every K-metrizable space Y then X has the M-P”,l 
property. 
Proof. Let (Fi,V: u E A ‘“1, i G 1, be monotone families of closed subsets of X, and 
Y={fEAK: n,<.(F,,~,,nF,,f,,)=PT} as a subspace of A” with the fc-metrizable 
topology. Then 99 = {[a] n Y: u E A< “} is a base of Y. Now from the normality of 
Xx Y we have X is an M-PK1 space. Since n(F,,, n Fl,,: f E [al} = n oi _(F,,,,, 
n Fl,f,J = fl for each f E Y, there exist two monotone families (C&: u E A<‘} of 
open subsets of X with U,,, 2 Fi,, and fl{cl U,,, n cl lJl,g: f E [al} = (?i for each 
fEY. 0 
Lemma 3.4. If X is a normal M-P”,’ space and Y is a subspace of A” with the 
K-metrizable topology then X X Y is normal. 
Proof. We use the same notations as in Lemma 3.3. Suppose {E;I,,: u E A<“}, i G 1 
are monotone families of closed subsets of X with n{F,,, n F1,,: f E [a]) = 6 for 
each f E Y. Then by definiton of the M-P”,’ property, there exist (Ui,P: u E A<,} a 
monotone family of open subsets of X such that Fi,, c U,,, and (7 {cl .!I,,, n cl Ul,C: 
f E [a]} = fl for each f E Y. Now use Theorem 3.1. 0 
Corollary 3.5. If X is a normal M-P”,l space, then X is an M-P” space. 
Proof. In [3] it is shown that if X is a space such that the product space XX Y of 
X with every subset Y of A” (with the Baire zero-dimensional topology) for every A 
is normal then X is an M-P” space. 0 
Now we get the “generalization” of Theorem 3.2: 
Theorem 3.6. X X Y is normal for every K-metrizable space Y iff X is a normal M-P^,’ 
space. 
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Proof. (-) Is given in Lemma 3.3. If K > w then (+I is obtained from Lemma 3.4 
and the fact that every K-metrizable space can be embedded as a subspace of A” 
for some suitable A. But for K = 6.1, (+) is obtained from Corollary 3.5 and 
Theorem 3.2. q 
4. Problems 
In Theorem 1.3 we have seen that if the product XX Y of a normal space X 
and a K-metrizable space Y is normal then X has the IV-Py property. Is the 
converse of Theorem 1.3 true? More precisely we have the following problem. 
Problem 4.1. let 9 be a rank 1 tree base of a K-metrizable Y and X be normal 
with M-P9 property. Is XX Y normal? 
Since the Michael line is not K-metrizable, it does not provide a counterexample 
to Problem 4.1. 
The following is motivated by the Morita theorem: if X is paracompact then 
XX Y is paracompact for every metrizable space Y iff X has the M-P" property 
[61. 
Problem 4.2. Let Y be K-metrizable and X be paracompact with the A4-Py~' 
property. Is the product XX Y paracompact? 
Problem 4.3. Let X be a paracompact M-P",' space. Is XX Y paracompact for 
every K-metrizable space Y? 
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